[Studies of image quality and dose in digital subtraction angiography].
The dose needed for high image quality in l.a. DSA, was determined by investigation of the necessary relationship between dose and image quality. This method is based on measurements of the signal-to-noise ratio and of the contrast-detail detectability. It has been tested on two different systems (Philips integris V3000, Philips Diagnost 97). Our measurements prove that an image intensifier entrance dose of 1.1 microGy (image intensifier diameter 38 cm) is sufficient for high image quality in DSA. An increased dose value does not lead to an improvement in image information. For details larger than the pixel size the 512 matrix produces a higher signal-to-noise ratio with a higher contrast-detail detectability, whereas higher spatial resolution results by the use of a 1024 matrix. In rotational angiography, high image quality can be achieved at an image intensifier entrance dose of 1.1 microGy. In contrast to sequences without rotation, image quality is decreased through movement unsharpness. As the maximum exposure time 25 ms should be selected. The use of a 1024 matrix does not lead to a better spatial resolution in rotational angiography.